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MOTION TO WITHDRAW THE REFERENCE 
 

COMES NOW the bankruptcy Debtor and Adversary Proceeding co-Plaintiff, LEONARD G. 

HOROWITZ, (hereafter, “Horowitz”)—a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization director and 

interstate commercial health tourism property investor/title holder—joining secured creditor and 

Adversary Proceeding Co-Plaintiff, SHERRI KANE (hereafter, “Kane;”)(together “Plaintiffs”) 

filing this “MOTION TO WITHDRAW THE REFERENCE,” pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

157(d); 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981 and 1983, following service of the bankruptcy (BK”) Court’s 

filing of  MEMORANDUM OF DECISION ON MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

(filed July 26, 2016; Exhibit 1, hereafter, “MEMORANDUM”). 

 28 U.S.C. § 157(d) states: 
 
(d)  The district court may withdraw, in whole or in part, any case or proceeding 
referred under this section, on its own motion or on timely motion of any party, 
for cause shown. The district court shall, on timely motion of a party, so 
withdraw a proceeding if the court determines that resolution of the 
proceeding requires consideration of both title 11 and other laws of the 
United States regulating organizations or activities affecting interstate 
commerce. (Emphasis added.) 

 Accordingly, this Motion is compelled by MEMORANDUM and mixed 

“title 11 and other laws of the United States regulating organizations or activities affecting 

interstate commerce” resulting from: (a) conflicting final judgments in State cases 0196 

and Civ. No. 14-1-0304 (hereafter “0304”) arguably violating res judicata doctrine and the 

Plaintiffs’ civil rights; and (b) wrongful conversion of said commercial property 

(hereafter, “Property”) but for acts of Defendants detailed below and “presumptively 

correct” albeit prejudicial and erroneous “discretionary abstention” precluding the 

Plaintiffs from obtaining injunctive relief in this Court. Plaintiffs’ damages from 

Defendants were compounded by the lifting of the automatic stay in the related 

bankruptcy case, vicariously aiding-and-abetting unlawful turnover of the estate Property, 

further violating Plaintiffs’ civil rights and Property rights under color of laws involving 
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non-core and core bankruptcy proceedings favoring the co-Plaintiffs’ commercial 

competitor, purported ecclesiastical organization owner/director, and disqualified lawyer, 

Defendant, PAUL J. SULLA, JR. (hereafter “Sulla”). Sulla is not a party in the State 

proceedings albeit a concealed real party in interest therein. Plaintiffs allege Sulla’s bad 

faith filings and Property conversion scheme has so defrauded State and federal judicial 

“machinery” as to render related bankruptcy proceedings unjust, inequitable, un-

Constitutional, and subject to de novo review by the district court. 

 Pursuant to precedent (as cited in Hawaiian Airlines, Inc. v. Mesa Air Group, 

Inc., 355 BR 214 - Dist. Court, D. Hawaii 2006) the Movants filed this Motion timely 

with specific objections to the bankruptcy court’s express “findings” in this Adversary 

Proceeding—alleged errors upon which discretionary abstention has been administered as 

a “conclusion of law” to be reviewed de novo. Id. “Any final order or judgment regarding 

any non-core proceedings heard by a bankruptcy judge must be entered by a district 

judge.” Id. A post petition “turnover claim” arising from the Court’s abstention to permit 

execution of an alleged void Writ of Ejectment derived from the 0304 court in conflict 

with the final judgment(s) in the 0196 court, affects 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981 and 1983 

violations damaging the Plaintiffs in this case. These matters involve real property 

turnover provisions in 11 U.S.C. § 542(a), and the Court's core jurisdiction. 

 Notwithstanding the BK Court’s presumptively correct abstention and 

turnover action justified by the Court’s aversion to acting as an appellate reviewer over 

ongoing State proceedings, the Court’s published findings vicariously serve as an 

“appellate reviewer” in conflict with appellate doctrine explained In Mauna Kea Anaina 

Hou et al vs BLNR, SCAP 14-0000873. The Court’s objectionable statements include the 

following:  

 (1) “[T]he State Court [in 0304] has decided that the Debtor doesn't own this 

property anymore” [Property granted to the Debtor in the “first filed,” “last decided,” and 
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“controlling” case—0196]. That the foreclosure occurred, and was valid, and the title is no 

longer in the Debtor....”;  

 (2) “Nothing in the court’s [0196] findings or judgment suggests that the 

court intended to prevent the mortgagee from foreclosing if there were future defaults, 

such as a failure to make payments;” and 

 (3) “[T]he plaintiffs claim that they fully repaid the secured debt. . . . is . . . 

false. The plaintiffs ‘paid’ $200,000 of the debt by purportedly offsetting against the 

mortgage debt a $200,000 jury verdict in their favor and against some of the mortgagees.  

But the state court later vacated the jury award and dismissed the claims on which it was 

based. Therefore, as the record currently stands, the plaintiffs did not repay the note in full.” 

[Emphasis added.] 

 The attached Memorandum in Support of Motion details the preceding three 

objectionable and prejudicial “findings of fact” by which Sulla and his alleged sham 

“client” in cases 0196 and 0304 where granted relief by the BK Court--an extraordinary 

favor compounding 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (and 1983) violations and damages to the Plaintiffs. 

 Additional factors justifying this Motion include: (a) the bankruptcy Court’s 

determination (on page 10 of 19, Exhibit 1) that “The complaint alleges federal civil rights, 

RICO, and FDCPA claims, not just state law claims. A federal district court could have 

jurisdiction over those claims by virtue of its federal question jurisdiction, and could also 

have supplementary jurisdiction of the state law claims” (Referencing 28 U.S.C., § 1331; 

28 U.S.C. § 1367(a)); but that (b) “Dr. Horowitz filed a civil rights case against Mr. Sulla 

in the federal district court in this district [Civ. No. 15-00186] that was stayed by Judge 

Seabright under the Colorado River doctrine;” (c) the courts’ combined actions have 

enabled turnover of the bankruptcy estate, Sulla’s conversion of the Property, and the 

Plaintiffs’ ejectment/dispossession from the Property, that is both central to the Debtor’s 

reorganization plan, and legitimate creditors’ debt collection; and (d) all the above 
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precludes timely redress of the Plaintiffs’ civil rights and Property rights grievances.  

 The attached Memorandum in Support argues for timely mandatory or 

permissive removal for trial by jury and adjudication on the merits in this complex case.  

The Plaintiffs seek to mitigate further damages and irreparable harm previous delays have 

caused. 
 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,         

 

      DATED: Honolulu, HI, August 3, 2016.  
 

   _______________________   ________________________ 

                LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, pro se  SHERRI KANE, pro se 
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COMES NOW Bankruptcy “Debtor” and Adversary Proceeding co-Plaintiff LEONARD G. 

HOROWITZ (hereafter, “Horowitz”), and secured creditor and Adversary Proceeding co-

Plaintiff, SHERRI KANE (hereafter, “Kane;”)(together “Plaintiffs”) filing this 

“MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION [TO WITHDRAW THE 

REFERENCE],” pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 157(d); 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981 and 1983, inter 

alia, in response to the BK Court’s July 26, 2016, MEMORANDUM. (Exhibit 1) 

 

I. OVERVIEW 

This case involves Plaintiffs pro se who have during a dozen years sought relief as 

Defendants from malicious prosecutions in multiple foreclosure or ejectment 

actions, including Civ. No. 05-1-0196 (hereafter “0196”; Exhibits 2 & 3)—the “first 

filed,” “last decided,” “controlling,” foreclosure case brought by commercial real 

Property Seller, Cecil Loran Lee (hereafter, “Lee”) in which Movant Horowitz and 

his Royal Bloodline of David (hereafter, “RBOD”) ministry prevailed in 2008 after a 

jury trial—and Civ. No. 14-1-0304 (hereafter, “0304”; Exhibits 4 & 5) a Quiet Title 

and Ejectment action returning conflicting results while the 0196 case was still under 

appeal for deficient monetary awards and fees and costs in assumpsit.   

 In this instant case, the 0304 action is alleged to be part of a Property theft and 

unfair competition scheme administered under color of law by alleged real estate 

and drug trafficking enterprise “king pin,” PAUL J. SULLA, JR. (hereafter, 

“Sulla”), who was disqualified in that case in 2015 by the Honorable Magistrate 

Judge Richard L. Puglisi (in the Seabright Court case CIV. NO. 14 00413 

JMS/RLP) from representing alleged sham heir to Lee’s estate, JASON HESTER 

(hereafter, “Hester”). Sulla is alleged to have contrived Hester as Lee’s “nephew,” 

and defrauded courts with this strawman as Sulla’s “Substitute Plaintiff” with 
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purported standing and interest in the Property title. Sulla is alleged to have 

positioned Hester to extort the Plaintiffs to pay $350,000 in money they never 

owed, including a $200,000 jury award still under appeal, otherwise Sulla 

consummated his threatened non-judicial foreclosure and malicious prosecution for 

Property theft.  

 Sulla administered Hester as “Overseer” of “Lee’s” purported “Foreclosing 

Mortgagee” incorporated by Sulla under the name, THE OFFICE OF OVERSEER, 

A CORPORATE SOLE AND ITS SUCCESSOR, OVER AND FOR THE 

POPULAR ASSEMBLY OF REVITALIZE, A GOSPEL OF BELIEVERS 

(hereafter, “GOB”). Sulla is alleged by Plaintiffs, and effectively proven by expert-

certified prima facie evidence, to have fraudulently formed GOB by forging Lee’s 

signature(s) on a set of “altered” Articles of Incorporation to form the “Foreclosing 

Mortgagee” as part of Sulla’s extortion and theft scheme. (Exhibit 6) GOB is 

alleged to be part of Sulla’s “religious enterprise,” alternatively known as the 

“Ayahuasca Church,” incorporated by Sulla under then name THE ECLECTIC 

CENTER OF UNIVERSAL FLOWING LIGHT-PAULO ROBERTO SILVA E 

SOUZA. Sulla has a history of forming and/or administering sham religious 

entities for tax evasion.1 The Plaintiffs’ RICO claim alleges that Sulla operates 

interstate, depriving the Plaintiffs of civil and commercial real Property rights 

affecting their health tourism trade, aided-and-abetted by State agents, including 

Third Circuit Court notary Collins Tomai and 0304 judges acting on Sulla’s behalf 

as associate debt collectors working under color of law. (Exhibit 7) 

                                                
1 United States vs. Arthur Lee Ong, Cr. No. 09-00398 DAE, “Superseding Indictment” (July 28, 
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 Below, for example, judicial notice is given to substantial differences between 

Seller Lee’s signature notarized by State actor Tomai and Lee’s signatures photo-

copied by Sulla for GOB’s “altered” Articles of Incorporation. (Exhibits 6 and 7) 

      Articles of Incorporation Pg. 6   Articles of Incorporation Pg. 8 

 
The sample below sources from the Assignment of Mortgage (Exhibit 7) 

administered by Sulla and Notarized by Third Circuit Court Notary Tomai 

purportedly signed by the same Seller contemporaneously with the above signatures, 

but clearly exhibiting a grossly different signature of the person signing before 

purportedly Tomai. 

 
These circumstances, including new evidence of a § 1983 cause of action 

“arising in” bankruptcy, raise Crime Victim’s Rights law, 18 U.S. Code § 

3771(a)(6)(7)and(8) whereby the Plaintiffs-victims’ Property must be timely 

returned to the Plaintiffs or Debtor’s estate, or otherwise secured by the Trustee’s 

remedies under 11 U.S. Code §§ 541, 548, 549, 550, and 558. And reconsideration 
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must also address the Plaintiffs’ rights afforded under 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981(c) and 

1983; inter alia.  

Unlike the case of In Hawaiian Airlines, Inc. v. Mesa Air Group, Inc., 355 BR 

214 - Dist. Court, D. Hawaii 2006 in which removal was denied, there is nothing 

“straightforward” about the instant complex case; wherefore mandatory withdrawal 

is justifiable. See In re Hvide Marine Inc., 248 B.R. 841, 844 (M.D.Fla. 2000) 

(denying withdrawal of reference under mandatory provision where alleged 

unlawful monopolistic activities appear to be susceptible to a straightforward 

application of well-settled non-bankruptcy federal law). For instance, in the instant 

case, there are two conflicting State judgments (in 0196 and 0304) in alleged 

violation of res judicata doctrine, raising exceptional federal questions. 808 

DEVELOPMENT, LLC v. Murakami, 141 P. 3d 996 - Haw: Supreme Court 2006. 

Alternatively, permissive withdrawal is permitted under certain circumstances as 

considered below. See In re Ponce Marine Farm,, Inc., 172 B.R. at 724 n. 2 (citing 

U.S. v. Kaplan, 146 B.R. 500 (D.Mass.1992)).  

 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
 

 On March 9, 2016, Horowitz filed for bankruptcy in related case BK 16-

0000239. During hearing of April 12, 2016, in that bankruptcy proceeding, the 

Court stated its justification for discretionary abstention thusly: 
 
“[T]he State Court has decided that the Debtor doesn't own this property 
anymore. That the foreclosure occurred, and was valid, and the title is 
no longer in the Debtor....  
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On July 8, 2016, the Honorable Court filed a MEMORANDUM OF 

DECISION ON MOTION TO DISMISS, (hereafter, “MEMORANDUM2”, 

Exhibit 8) noting, inter alia: 

“If Dr. Horowitz is successful [in prosecuting his claims and/or winning his 

appeals in State], his bankruptcy estate will gain money or property, and that is 

enough to make this proceeding a ‘related to’ proceeding.” On page 8 of 19: “[T]he 

bankruptcy court has subject matter jurisdiction of Dr. Horowitz’s claims.” And on 

page 10 of 19, the Court states: “The complaint alleges federal civil rights, RICO, 

and FDCPA claims, not just state law claims. A federal district court could have 

jurisdiction over those claims by virtue of its federal question jurisdiction, and 

could also have supplementary jurisdiction of the state law claims.” (Referencing 

28 U.S.C., § 1331; 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a).) 

On July 26, 2016, the Honorable Judge Faris in this Adversary Proceeding 

denied the Plaintiffs’ request to reconsider dismissal of pending claims against Sulla 

et. al. The Court (notwithstanding “discretionary abstention” related to pending 

claims against Defendant STEWART TITLE GUARANTY CO.; hereafter, 

“Stewart”) distilled the essence of Judge Faris’s justification in his 

MEMORANDUM ON MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION (Exhibit 1) thusly: 
 
“First, [Plaintiffs] claim that the state court’s judgment in the 2005 
foreclosure case precludes Mr. Hester from foreclosing the mortgage. This 
contention is false. The state court refused to enter a decree of foreclosure 
where the only proven default was the failure to provide insurance. Instead, 
the court ordered the borrowers to obtain the required insurance and 
provided that, if insurance was available and the borrowers did not 
acquire it, the due date for the balloon payment on the debt would be 
advanced. 
 
Nothing in the court’s findings or judgment suggests that the court 
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intended to prevent the mortgagee from foreclosing if there were future 
defaults, such as a failure to make payments. 
 
Second, the plaintiffs claim that they fully repaid the secured debt. This is 
also false. The plaintiffs “paid” $200,000 of the debt by purportedly 
offsetting against the mortgage debt a $200,000 jury verdict in their favor 
and against some of the mortgagees.  But the state court later vacated the 
jury award and dismissed the claims on which it was based. Therefore, as 
the record currently stands, the plaintiffs did not repay the note in full.” 
[Emphasis added.] 
 

III. ERRORS AND ARGUMENT 
  
A. The trial court’s FOF/COL does not comport with the BK Court’s 
published conclusions. 

On April 2, 2008, the State court’s FOF/COL directed Plaintiff Horowitz to 

make an accelerated balloon payment in the event that insurance was available and 

Defendants do not purchase said insurance (Exhibit 2, last paragraph). But this 

was a red herring indicative of the trial court’s complicity in maliciously 

prosecuting Horowitz without justification since that Court determined and 

published that said insurance was unavailable in a Lava Flow Zone 1. (Exhibit 2, 

¶ 7) “Defendants cannot obtain insurance on the property because it is located in a 

lava zone.” Consequently, the absurdity of this conflicting order (violated the 

doctrine of impossibility and) caused Horowitz to make the balloon payment 

timely to mitigate damages and terminate the malicious prosecution.  

Furthermore, the BK Court’s statement as to why the trial court denied 

foreclosure omits material facts and is false: “The state court refused to enter a 

decree of foreclosure where the only proven default was the failure to provide 

insurance.” Correcting this false statement, the FOF/COL clearly states that, 

“Defendants failed to obtain Plaintiff’s written consent for the new construction 
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and modification of the existing structure in violation of the terms and conditions 

of the mortgage.”  (Exhibit 2, ¶ 8) Foreclosure was denied “considering the 

equities involved with the timely payment, property improvements, balloon 

payment near due, and misleading statements by Plaintiff, foreclosure in this 

instant case would be unjust.” 

 These facts also do not comport with the BK Court’s statement: 

“Nothing in the court’s findings or judgment suggests that the court intended to 

prevent the mortgagee from foreclosing if there were future defaults, such as a 

failure to make payments.” Even falsely assuming, arguendo, that Horowitz failed 

to make the “balloon payment due,” the trial court would: (a) necessarily be the 

proper venue for any deficiency action; (b) need to reconsider and disappear 

Horowitz’s equity (in order to grant future foreclosure for alleged monetary 

default) since the 0196 court published that Horowitz had established substantial 

equity by his “timely payment” and property improvements (Exhibit 2, ¶ 7) 

making “foreclosure in this instant case . . . unjust.” The trial court had ruled 

“equity abhors forfeiture.” (Exhibit 2, ¶ 5) And (c), in order to permit foreclosure 

at some future date, the Court would be compelled to overlook Seller Lee’s fraud 

or misrepresentations of the “legally operating” “commercial property,” and 

reverse its conflicting conclusion in Exhibit 3, page 5, footnote 1, of the Fifth 

Amended Final Judgment in 0196 (filed March 4, 2016): 
 “The equities involved with the timely payment, property 

improvements, balloon payment, and misleading statements by 
[Seller], make foreclosure unjust. Foreclosure having been denied the 
request for a joint and several deficiency judgment was not necessary 
nor the appointment of a commissioner.”   
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 Furthermore, based on the aforementioned facts, it is entirely 

unreasonable for the BK Court (or any court) to propose that Horowitz would have 

defaulted by “failure to make payments:” (1) after making timely payments for 

years; (2) spending hundreds of thousands more in legal defenses; and (3) 

establishing substantial equity from Property improvements.  

It is further unreasonable for any court to overlook the fact that the 

Mortgage Contract was effectively voided by the Seller’s fraud (i.e., “misleading 

statements”) in the sale; nor despite this fact the 0196 court ordered Horowitz to 

make that final “balloon payment,” and that Horowitz, under scrutiny of the court, 

and damaged by malicious prosecution, would make a deficient balloon payment. 

The aforementioned pattern of unreasonableness is compounded by the fact 

that had Horowitz made a deficient “balloon payment,” then the trial court that 

continued to adjudicate motions between 2009 and 2015 neglected to state any 

deficiency in its most recent judgment on March 4, 2016. In fact, the 0196 Court 

published the opposite (i.e., “joint and several deficiency judgment was not 

necessary”) certainly aware the $200,000 jury award was vacated 10 months after the 

final “balloon payment” was made.  

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Horowitz’s $154,204.13 balloon payment 

paid on Feb 2-27, 2009, supplemented by the $200,000 jury award credit, did not 

terminate the Mortgage Contract, then the 0304 court, and this BK Court in concert, 

vicariously asserts what the 0196 court wisely neglected to order—that is, a new 

Contract that must also generate a claim of promissory estoppel against Judge 

Ronald Ibarra in the 0196 case for ordering Horowitz’s insufficient balloon payment.   
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 In other words, the 0304 court and BK Court both rule and argue on 

behalf of Sulla that it was/is proper to claim a deficiency after Horowitz’s 

Mortgage Contract with Lee terminated at the end of February, 2009.2 Thusly, the 

0304 court and BK Court vicariously create a new contract in violation of 

Horowitz’s rights under 42 U.S.C. § 1981(b). That new contract favors Sulla’s 

enterprise—namely Mortgage assignee “Foreclosing Mortgagee” GOB, or title 

transferee “Hester,” based only on an alleged, never proven, default.  

In fact, said actions by the 0304 court and BK Court holding that “the title 

is no longer in the Debtor,” defies In Mauna Kea Anaina Hou et al vs BLNR, 

SCAP 14-0000873, December 2, 2015, wherein the Hawaii Supreme Court made 

clear that while a matter is pending on appeal (as both 0196 and 0304 cases are at 

the time of this filing), the governing is not at liberty to allow the currently 

prevailing party to act as if the decision being appealed were final.  The court 

explained, “Such a procedure lacked both the reality and the appearance of 

justice.” In the instant case, “the appearance of [in]justice” is compounded by the 

BK Court’s objectionable view of the 0196 proceedings, versus granting 

                                                
2 The $200,000 jury award was not vacated until ten (10) months later, after the Mortgage 
Contract terminated by Horowitz’s timely payment at the end of February, 2009. On December 
11, 2009, the Court filed the Second Amended Final Judgment, vacating Defendants Horowitz-
RBOD’s jury award of $200,000; and substituting the falsely incorporated GOB corporation for 
Lee, purportedly overseen by Defendant Hester. On December 29, 2009, Defendant Horowitz 
appealed the Second Amended Final Judgment to the Intermediate Court of Appeals, inter alia 
seeking reversal of the vacation of the damages award. The Appellate Court dismissed that 
appeal, and two subsequent appeals, for the court’s lack of compliance with HRCP Rule 54(b) 
and the decision in Jenkins v. Cades Schutte Fleming & Wright, 76 Hawai`i 115, 118, 869 P.2d 
1334, 1337 (1994).  On March 4, 2016, the Court filed its Fifth Amended Final Judgment. 
(Exhibit 3) Exhibit 3 states very clearly on page 5, footnote 1, “The equities involved with the 
timely payment, property improvements, balloon payment, and misleading statements by 
[Seller], make foreclosure unjust. Foreclosure having been denied the request for a joint and 
several deficiency judgment was not necessary nor the appointment of a commissioner.” 
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unquestioning favor for the 0304 final judgment and Writ of Ejectment, with both 

cases under appeal. Additional “appearance of [in]justice” arises by the BK 

Court’s and trustee’s indifference to the 0196 final judgment that made Lee, 

Sulla/Hester’s predecessor in interest, Horowitz/RBOD’s judgment debtor. 

Horowitz is owed as much as $500,000 in pending appellate monetary awards. 

Accordingly, the 0304 court and BK Court’s “due process” has effectively 

persecuted and maliciously prosecuted Horowitz and Kane in favor of Sulla, 

unreasonably, inequitably, unjustly and un-Constitutionally conveying or turning 

over the Debtor’s estate Property to “Hester,” in violation of, inter alia, 42 U.S.C. § 

1981 et. seq. that prohibits depriving the Plaintiffs of “the full and equal benefit of 

all laws and proceedings for the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by 

white citizens,” pursuant also to “the making, performance, modification, and 

termination of contracts, and the enjoyment of all benefits, privileges, terms, and 

conditions of the contractual relationship.” 

  
B. The BK Court’s justification for abstention and dismissal pursuant to 
Horowitz’s balloon payment and $200,000 vacated jury award is erroneous 
and requires timely district court adjudication following withdrawal. 
 

The BK Court’s “second” justification for abstention more explicitly 

challenges Horowitz payment history, stating (Exhibit 1, p. 4):  
 

“[T]he plaintiffs claim that they fully repaid the secured debt. This is 
also false. The plaintiffs “paid” $200,000 of the debt by purportedly 
offsetting against the mortgage debt a $200,000 jury verdict in their 
favor and against some of the mortgagees.  But the state court later 
vacated the jury award and dismissed the claims on which it was based. 
Therefore, as the record currently stands, the plaintiffs did not repay 
the note in full.” [Emphasis added.] 
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Contrary to the BK Court’s statement, there is no record or judgment by any court, 

only now this BK Court, that states anything like, “the plaintiffs did not repay the 

note in full.” Not even did the 0304 court that granted Hester his arguably void 

quiet title find any facts that “the plaintiffs did not repay the note in full.” 

Furthermore, that statement, as aforementioned:  

 (1) precludes due process and adjudication on the merits to the extent that it 

erroneously justifies federal abstentions, the Sulla-administered non-judicial 

foreclosure, and the Plaintiffs ejectment from the Property;  

 (2) contradicts the 0196 final judgment that states” “The equities involved 

with the timely payment, property improvements, balloon payment, and 

misleading statements by [Seller], make foreclosure unjust;”  

 (3) documents the Court’s prejudicial view that has damaged the Plaintiffs by 

wrongfully relieving the stay on “Hester’s” behalf permitting Sulla to commence a 

“joint action” with State actor(s) to eject the Plaintiffs from their Property; and  

 (4) grossly conflicts with the payments made and litigation history in the 0196 

case still under appeal (ICA No. CAAP-16-0000162).  

 And even if 0196/0162 appellate reviewers were to rule that the $200,000 jury 

award had been justly vacated (even though Lee’s vacating Motion for Judgment 

as a Matter of Law was filed post trial—untimely by weeks), the BK Court’s 

consideration and false determination of Horowitz’s Mortgage debt payments 

remains mooted by the question, “To whom shall Horowitz pay the purported 

$200,000 deficiency?” Certainly not to deceased Mortgagee Lee, who died on June 
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27, 2009, without leaving a will, nor distributing to any legal heir his completely 

lost estate and judgment debt to Horowitz.  

 In this context, any reasonable person would declare this “due process” 

outrageous malicious prosecution and abuse of processes in a slandered title action. 

ISOBE v. SAKATANI 808 LLC 10 10 10 10 10 10, Haw. ICA. No. 28939, May 31, 

2012. Sulla could have, and should have, brought any claim of deficiency to the 0196 

court, but didn’t. Instead, he multiplied proceedings, damaged the Plaintiffs, and 

generated malpractice liability. But worse, Sulla knew his “Foreclosing Mortgagee” 

GOB was a sham, because its Articles of Incorporation contained Sulla’s forgery(ies) 

not Lee’s signature(s), (Exhibit 6) making the 0304 action a void malicious 

prosecution and abuse of process, as have been the fraudulently-affected 

Constitutionally-precluded proceedings before this Honorable Court. 

 
C. Removal of the pending claims is required to stop malicious prosecutions 
and civil rights abuses further damaging and irreparably harming the 
Plaintiffs, and defrauding state and federal courts.  
 

The BK Court stated: “If Mr. Hester was entitled to foreclose, all of the plaintiffs’ 

claims fail (with the possible exception of their claims against Stewart Title.)” 

This statement is unreasonable, since, if Hester was entitled to foreclose, the 

Plaintiffs’ Claim I for 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (and 1983) violations are nonetheless 

viable. In other words, if Hester was entitled to foreclose, and then even validly 

foreclosed, the 0304 proceedings that precluded the Plaintiffs from defending their 

interests by denying their standing to plead defenses and counterclaims violated 

their Constitutional rights. In that case, Hester’s quiet title action must go to trial 

on Hester’s merits. Further assuming, arguendo, that the State appellate court 
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reverses, and orders a trial on the merits, Claim I still remains valid since damage 

to the Plaintiffs resulting from said civil rights violations, including fees and costs, 

occurred and are justiciable. 

For the sake of brevity, this Motion will not address similar arguments for 

other pending claims. Sulla’s actions deprived Plaintiffs’ rights as victims of 

organized crime under color of law, and raise remedies secured by the Crime 

Victims’ Rights law, 18 U.S. Code § 3771(a), that includes: 
 

(6) The right to full and timely restitution as provided in law.3 
(7) The right to proceedings free from unreasonable delay. 
(8) The right to be treated with fairness and with respect for the victim’s dignity . . . 

 There is no justice in: (1) delaying and dismissing, time and time again, the 

Plaintiffs’ claims;4 (2) federal courts imposing weighty standards of proof, 

evidence, and arguments exclusively upon pro se non-moving Plaintiffs/victims of 

Sulla’s alleged torts and crimes, while alternatively, instantly accepting attorney 

Sulla’s representations of “Hester’s” standing and interests, validity of non-judicial 

foreclosure, quitclaim deed to title, and all without having any facts legally before 

the courts since Hester never filed even one affidavit, nor was ever compelled by 

any court to testify in either 0196, 0304, or any federal case; and (3) this pattern of 
                                                
3 “Restitution” is defined in Black’s Law Dictionary (Eight Edition, 2006, p. 1339, as, “n. 1. A 

body of substantive law in which liability is based not on tort or contract but on the defendant’s 
unjust enrichment. 2. The set of remedies associated with that body of law, in which the measure 
of recovery is usu. based not on the plaintiff’s loss, but on the defendant’s gain.” 

4 Quoting Roadway Express, Inc. v. Piper, 447 US 752 - Supreme Court 1980. “Congress 
enacted the first version of § 1927 in 1813. It was drafted by a Senate Committee appointed "to 
inquire what Legislative provision is necessary to prevent multiplicity of suits or processes, 
where a single suit or process might suffice. . . ." 26 Annals of Cong. 29 (1813). The resulting 
legislation provided in part that any person who "multiplied the proceedings in any cause . . . so 
as to increase costs unreasonably and vexatiously" could be held liable for "any excess of costs 
so incurred." Act of July 22, 1813, 3 Stat. 21. 
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injustice and obfuscation that produces an impression of injustice and prejudice, 

and clearly obstructs justice. 

  These injustices mushroom when matters of fact regarding Hester’s standing 

and Sulla’s concealed real party in interest are examined under Hawaii Rules of 

Civil Procedure (“HRCP”) Rule 25(a),5 and case law, including In re Veal, 450 BR 

897. 908, 910 - Bankr. Appellate Panel, 9th Circuit 2011; and DEUTSCHE BANK 

NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY v. Williams, Dist. Court, D. Hawaii 2012. 

 Exhibit 9 is Sulla’s July 16, 2009, filing of Motion for Substitution of Plaintiff 

that seems to be a taboo subject in every court proceeding. Courts’ repeatedly 

disregard its cover page that states, “Notice of Non-Hearing Motion” as opposed to 

HRCP Rule 25(a) that requires, “notice of hearing.” And that Hester is falsely 

identified therein as “the nephew of Cecil Loran Lee.” And that Sulla’s Declaration 

therein states, “A true and correct copy of the Articles of Incorporation are 

attached hereto as Exhibit “2;”” when, in fact, as mentioned, those filings with the 

State provide prima facie proof of Sulla having photocopied Lee’s signature(s) and 

“General Certification” page(s)(pp. 6 and 8) satisfying RICO predicate acts in 18 

U.S.C. § 1961(1)(B) sections 1543 and 1343.  

                                                
5 Contrary to Sulla filing to Substitute Plaintiff by a “non-hearing motion,” HRCP Rule 25(a) 
states: (1) If a party dies [as Lee did on June 27, 2009] and the [foreclosure] claim is not thereby 
extinguished [which it arguably was after the final judgment denied foreclosure], the court may 
order substitution of the proper parties. The motion for substitution may be made by any party or 
by the successors or representatives of the deceased party and, together with the notice of hearing, 
shall be served on the parties as provided in Rule 5 and upon persons not parties in the manner 
provided in Rule 4 for the service of a summons, and may be served in any judicial district. Unless 
the motion for substitution is made not later than 120 days after the death is suggested upon the 
record by service of a statement of the fact of the death as provided herein for the service of the 
motion, the action shall be dismissed as to the deceased party. [Emphasis added.] 
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 There is no valid justification for the Court’s further impositions upon the 

Plaintiffs requiring these victims of the aforementioned crimes to carry the burden of 

disproving Hester’s standing, title validity, or proof that Hester was/is required to 

carry as the movant for dismissal, relief of stay, and depriving the Plaintiffs 

injunctive relief by reason of an obviously void non-judicial foreclosure and quiet 

title judgment founded on Sulla’s forgery(ies), bad faith pleadings, and depriving the 

Plaintiffs of their civil rights. This hefty imposition and injustice also runs contrary to 

State v. Zimring, 58 Haw. 106, 513*513 110, 566 P.2d 725, 729 (1977) (citations 

omitted).”In an action to quiet title, the burden is on the plaintiff [in the 0304 case, 

Hester] to prove title in and to the land in dispute, and, absent such proof, it is 

unnecessary for the defendant to make any showing.”  Also, the BK Court 

GRANTED “Hester” relief in direct conflict with rulings reviewed in DEUTSCHE 

BANK (Op. cit.), that include, “Where, however, 
 
the jurisdictional issue and substantive issues are so intertwined that the question of 
jurisdiction is dependent on the resolution of factual issues going to the merits, the 
jurisdictional determination should await a determination of the relevant facts on either 
a motion going to the merits or at trial. . . . [not arguably “discretionary abstention” 
further burdening and damaging the Plaintiffs opposing foreclosure fraud]. 

"The Court `must therefore determine, viewing the evidence in the light most 
favorable to the nonmoving party, whether there are any genuine issues of material 
fact . . . .'" Autery, 424 F.3d at 956 (quoting Suzuki Motor Corp. v. Consumers Union 
of U.S., Inc., 330 F.3d 1110, 1131 (9th Cir. 2003) (en banc)); see also Roberts v. 
Corrothers, 812 F.2d 1173, 1777 (9th Cir. 1987) ("In such a case, the district court 
assumes the truth of allegations in a complaint or habeas petition, unless controverted 
by undisputed facts in the record."). 

Accordingly, the Court was to have accepted the non-moving Complainants’ 

claims, including allegations and evidence of Sulla’s bad faith filings with the 

State, including the forgery(ies), wire fraud, fraudulent transfers by Assignments of 
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Mortgage and Notes into Sulla’s sham “Foreclosing Mortgagee”--ecclesiastical 

organization and Eclectic Center enterprise. Under DEUTSCHE BANK (Id) the 

Court was to have caused “Hester/Sulla” to prove Hester’s personal and prudential 

standing to move the Court or assure the Court’s jurisdiction to relieve the stay, 

deny injunctive relief, and execute the defrauded 0304 court’s Writ of Ejectment. 

But as in the 0304 case, none of these standards were honored, depriving the 

Plaintiffs of their rights and Property.  

 Plaintiffs’ objections to Hester’s standing as Sulla’s alleged strawman are 

additionally supported In re Veal, 450 BR 897. 908, 910 - Bankr. Appellate Panel, 

9th Circuit 2011, that states:  

"An action must be prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest." . . . simply to 
protect the defendant against a subsequent action by the party actually entitled to recover, 
and to insure generally that the judgment will have its proper effect as res judicata. 

A thorough understanding of the concept of a "person entitled to enforce" is key to 
sorting out the relative rights and obligations of the various parties to a mortgage 
transaction. In particular, the person obligated on the note — a "maker" in the argot 
of Article 3[20] — must pay the obligation represented by the note to the "person 
entitled to enforce" it. UCC § 3-412. Further, if a maker pays a "person entitled to 
enforce" the note, the maker's obligations are discharged to the extent of the amount 
paid. UCC § 3-602(a). Put another way, if a maker makes a payment to a "person 
entitled to enforce," the obligation is satisfied on a dollar for dollar basis, and the 
maker never has to pay that amount again. Id. See also UCC § 3-602(c). 

Compounding Sulla’s aforementioned violations of rules, laws, and ethics, 

Sulla did not administer “Hester’s” foreclose on the Mortgage, Sulla had GOB 

foreclose by falsely claiming default and maliciously neglecting to credit 

Horowitz for any payments he and this ministry had made on the Note, including 

the final balloon payment, breaching strict HRS § 667-5 requirements, HRS § 

480D debt collection statute, and HRS § 480-2 unfair competition prohibitions. 
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The bulk of Defendants’ opposition to the Complaint rests in the defense 

that Horowitz’s rights and interests are precluded by Horowitz’s ministry holding 

title and title insurance—The Royal Bloodline of David that was driven into 

insolvency and dissolution exclusively by the Defendants’ series of fraudulent 

concealments, malicious prosecutions, and process abuses—yet, hypocritically, the 

Defendants all argue that Hester, not GOB, has standing to claim valid title and 

interest. For the Court to permit this ongoing hypocritical prejudice produces an 

impression of impropriety. 

As an alternative to mandatory withdrawal, “permissive withdrawal” is 

also permitted. See In re Ponce Marine Farm,, Inc., 172 B.R. at 724 n. 2 (citing 

U.S. v. Kaplan, 146 B.R. 500 (D.Mass.1992)). In the instant case, “in determining 

whether cause for permissive withdrawal exists, the Court may consider: (1) 

whether the proceeding is core or non-core [both in this instance]; (2) whether the 

claim is legal or equitable [both in this instance]; (3) the most efficient use of 

judicial resources [weighs heavy on withdrawal for trial by jury]; (4) whether the 

claim is triable by jury [as it is here]; (5) reduction of forum shopping [properly 

imposed here by withdrawal to district court]; (6) conversion of estate and non-

debtor resources [as has occurred in the instant case damaging the Debtor and 

legitimate creditors]; and (7) uniformity of bankruptcy administration [as the 

aforementioned case law posits]. See Security Farms, 124 F.3d at 1008.”  
 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,        DATED: Honolulu, HI, August 3, 2016.  

_______________________   ________________________ 

                LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, pro se  SHERRI KANE, pro se 
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LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, Pro se 
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I, LEONARD GEORAGE HOROWITZ, under the pains and penalties of perjury by law, do 

hereby state and declare as follows, in propria persona:  

 
1. I am an individual over the age of twenty-one (21) years, an “after resident” of the State 

and County of Hawai‘i, domiciled in California. 
 

2. I am a Debtor/victim of organized crime who filed for bankruptcy in this proceeding on 
March 9, 2016, and at the same time filed related Adversary Proceeding 16-90015. 
 

3. I declare that the attached “Motion for Withdrawal of the Reference” and 
“Memorandum in Support” contains true and correct pleadings to the best of my 
knowledge. 

 
4. I declare that Exhibit “1” is a true and correct copy of the Memorandum of Decision on 

Motion for Reconsideration, filed on July 26, 2016, by the Honorable BK Court in Case No. 
16-00239.  

 
5. I declare that Exhibit “2” is a true and correct copy of Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 

Law, and Order Denying Decree of Foreclosure Against All Defendants, filed April 2, 
2008, in Civ. No. 05-1-0196. 
 

6. I declare that Exhibit “3” is a true and correct copy of the Fifth Amended Final Judgment in 
Civ. No. 05-1-0196, filed on March 4, 2016, in which I prevailed in defeating foreclosure 
and a malicious prosecution and subject Property theft scheme.  

 
7. I declare that Exhibit “4” is a true and correct copy of the conflicting Final Judgment in Civ. 

No. 14-1-0304, Dated December 30, 2015, derived by Sulla’s fraud upon the court.  
 

8. I declare that Exhibit “5” is a true and correct copy of one of three hand altered Writs of 
Ejectment in my possession, this one served on the evening of March 12, 2016, by Paul 
Sulla in violation of the automatic stay in bankruptcy. The other two similar Writs are 
each hand altered by different people, each issued on different dates, but all time 
stamped the same date and time on March 1, 2016. 
 

9. I declare that Exhibit “6” is a true and correct copy of forensic document and 
handwriting expert Beth Chrisman’s bio, professional analysis, and sworn (notarized) 
Declaration signed on June 12, 2015, attesting to the fact that Sulla altered the Articles 
of Incorporation, and forged at least one, and probably two, signatures of the deceased 
Seller, Cecil Loran Lee for unjust enrichment. Sulla used this set of “altered” Articles of 
Incorporation to claim Hester’s legitimacy as the Seller’s heir, and extort money from 
me, or steal my Property under color of law. 

 
10. I declare that Exhibit “7” is a true and correct copy of the fraudulent Assignment of 

Mortgage committed by Paul J. Sulla, Jr. on-or-about May 15, 2009—a fraudulent 
transfer of my Mortgage that was paid in full by February 27, 2009; and that Sulla, 
acting for purportedly Lee, made this transfer in order to evade me as a judgment 
creditor in Civ. No. 05-1-0196, and evade releasing my Mortgage as requested and 
required by law. This fraudulent security was notarized by Third Judicial Circuit 
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State of Hawaii court notary, Collins Tomai, who is currently an official of the 
Territorial Savings Bank in Hilo. Lee’s signature on this record does not appear to be 
legitimate. 
 

11. I declare that Exhibit “8” is a Memorandum of Decision on Motion to Dismiss filed by 
the bankruptcy Court on July 8, 2016. 

 
12. I declare that Exhibit “9” is a true and correct copy of Sulla’s filing of “Motion for 

Substitution of Plaintiff” and “Declaration of Counsel” falsely certifying Sulla’s “altered” 
Articles of Incorporation for GOB containing the Seller’s forged signature(s), also 
evidencing wire fraud, fraudulent transfers of my Mortgage and Notes, and obstruction 
of justice for Sulla’s unjust enrichment. 

 
 

This Declaration is based upon my personal knowledge and I am competent to testify as to 
the truth of the statements contained herein.  
 
 
FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAUGHT  

       Dated:  Honolulu, Hawaii:  August 3, 2016  

 

 
    Signed: ________________________________  

LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, pro se  
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

DISTRICT OF HAWAII

In re

LEONARD GEORGE HOROWITZ,

Debtor.

Case No. 16-00239
Chapter 13

LEONARD G. HOROWITZ and SHERRI
KANE,

Plaintiffs,

     vs.

PAUL J. SULLA, JR., et al.,

Defendants.

Adv. Pro. No. 16-90015

Re: Docket No. 108

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION ON
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

The plaintiffs in this adversary proceeding, Debtor Leonard Horowitz and his

domestic and business partner, Sherri Kane, seek reconsideration of my decision to

dismiss this adversary proceeding.1 The motion is appropriate for decision without an

1 The motion for reconsideration is Dkt. # 108; my prior decision is Dkt. # 104. As an
alternative form of relief, the plaintiffs seek “removal” of this proceeding to the federal district court.
“Removal” is a procedure for shifting a case from state to federal court. The procedure for shifting a
case from a federal bankruptcy court to a federal district court is called “withdrawal of the reference.”

Date Signed:
July 26, 2016

U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Hawaii   #16-90015   Dkt # 111   Filed  07/26/16   Page 1 of 5Exhibits pg. 1
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oral hearing.

With one possible exception, the motion contains no arguments or facts that

the plaintiffs did not present, or could not have presented, when they filed their initial

motion. This is an independently sufficient basis to deny the motion for

reconsideration.2

The plaintiffs’ only arguably new contention is that they have added new

federal claims to this case of which this court should take cognizance. They say that, at

a hearing on July 7, 2016, in their main bankruptcy case, they filed papers in which

they argued that one of the defendants in this adversary proceeding had violated the

automatic stay, among other things.  The fatal flaw of this argument is that the

plaintiffs have not properly asserted those claims in this adversary proceeding. The

possibility that the plaintiffs might assert additional claims has nothing to do with

whether the court should abstain from deciding the claims that they have properly

asserted to date.

Even though the motion does not meet the standard for a motion for

reconsideration, I have carefully evaluated the motion and all of the supporting

The difference is not only one of nomenclature: the deadlines, procedures, and standards also differ.
Compare 28 U.S.C. § 1452 (removal) and Fed. R. Bankr. P. 9027 (same) with 28 U.S.C. § 157(d)
(withdrawal of reference), Fed. R. Bankr. P. 5011(a) (same), and LBR 5011-1(a) (same). I will deny
the request for removal, without prejudice to the district court’s consideration of a motion to
withdraw the reference.

2 389 Orange St. Partners v. Arnold, 179 F.3d 656, 665 (9th Cir. 1999). 

2
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materials. I remain convinced that discretionary abstention is correct, that the

plaintiff’s claims belong in the State of Hawaii’s trial and appellate courts, and that

there is no reason for the federal courts to intervene.

I express no opinion on whether the state appellate courts will (or should)

affirm or reverse the state trial court’s judgment. But a review of the merits of the

plaintiffs’ central claims further convinces me that the federal courts should not

interfere with the state court processes.

The plaintiffs’ central contention is that the state court should not have

approved Mr. Hester’s nonjudicial mortgage foreclosure. If Mr. Hester was entitled to

foreclose, all of the plaintiffs’ claims fail (with the possible exception of their claims

against Stewart Title. That defendant has filed its own motion to dismiss which has

not yet come on for hearing.)

The plaintiffs have two primary objections to the foreclosure.

First, they claim that the state court’s judgment in the 2005 foreclosure case

precludes Mr. Hester from foreclosing the mortgage. This contention is false. The

state court refused to enter a decree of foreclosure where the only proven default was

the failure to provide insurance. Instead, the court ordered the borrowers to obtain the

required insurance and provided that, if insurance was available and the borrowers did

not acquire it, the due date for the balloon payment on the debt would be advanced.3

3 Dkt. # 108-4 at 22-25.

3
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Nothing in the court’s findings or judgment suggests that the court intended to

prevent the mortgagee from foreclosing if there were future defaults, such as a failure

to make payments.

Second, the plaintiffs claim that they fully repaid the secured debt. This is also

false. The plaintiffs “paid” $200,000 of the debt by purportedly offsetting against the

mortgage debt a $200,000 jury verdict in their favor and against some of the

mortgagees.4 But the state court later vacated the jury award and dismissed the claims

on which it was based.5 Therefore, as the record currently stands, the plaintiffs did not

repay the note in full. 

The plaintiffs have other, subsidiary objections to the foreclosure and the state

court proceedings. I need not consider all of those objections at this juncture. The

point is that, although the plaintiffs think there was a gross miscarriage of justice in

the state court, I am not convinced. I see no reason for a federal court to intervene in a

case where the state trial court has entered judgments after many years of extensive and

hard-fought litigation. I remain convinced that this case belongs in the state appellate

courts, rather than in this court. 

Therefore, the motion for reconsideration is DENIED.

4 Dkt. # 2 at 7 n.2, 53.

5 Dkt. # 108-2 at 2-7.

4
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END OF ORDER

5
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Beth Chrisman 
Forensic Document Examiner 

13437 Ventura Blvd, Suite 213 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

Phone: 310-957-2521   Fax: 310-861-1614  

E-mail: beth@handwritingexpertcalifornia.com 

www.HandwritingExpertCalifornia.com 

 

LEVELS OF OPINION-BASED ON ASTM GUIDELINES FOR EXPRESSING CONCLUSIONS 

Since the observations made by the examiner relate to the product of the human behavior there are a 

large number of variables that could contribute to limiting the examiner’s ability to express an opinion 

confidently.  These factors include the amount, degree of variability, complexity and contemporaneity of 

the questioned and/or specimen writings.  To allow for these limitations a scale is used which has four 

levels on either side of an inconclusive result.  These levels are: 

 Identification / Elimination 

May be expressed as ‘The writer of the known documents wrote / did not write the questioned writing.’  

This opinion is used when the examiner denotes no doubt in their opinion; this is the highest degree of 

confidence expressed by a document examiner. 

 Strong Probability 

May be expressed as ‘There is a strong probability the writer of the known documents wrote / did not 

write the questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when the evidence is very persuasive, yet some critical 

feature or quality is missing; however, the examiner is virtually certain in their opinion. 

 Probable 

May be expressed as ‘It is probable the writer of the known documents wrote / did not write the 

questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when the evidence points strongly toward / against the known 

writer; however, the evidence falls short of the virtually certain degree of confidence. 

 Evidence to Suggest 

May be expressed as ‘there is evidence to suggest the writer of the known documents wrote / did not 

write the questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when there is an identifiable limitation on the 

comparison process.  The evidence may have few features which are of significance for handwriting 

comparisons purposes, but those features are in agreement with another body of writing. 

 Inconclusive 

May be expressed as ‘no conclusion could be reached as to whether the writer of the known documents 

wrote / did not write the questioned writing.’  This is the zero point of the confidence scale.  It is used 

when there are significantly limiting factors, such as disguise in the questioned and/or known writing or a 

lack of comparable writing and the examiner does not have even a leaning one way or another. 
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DECLARATION OF BETH CHRISMAN 

I, BETH CHRISMAN, hereby declare as follows: 

1. I am an Expert Document Examiner and court qualified expert witness in the field of 

questioned documents in the State of California. I am over the age of eighteen years, am of sound 

mind, having never been convicted of a felony or crime of moral turpitude; I am competent in all 

respects to make this Declaration. I have personal knowledge of the matters declared herein, and if 

called to testify, I could and would competently testify thereto. 

I have studied, was trained and hold a certification in the examination, comparison, analysis 9 2. 

10 and identification of handwriting, discrimination and identification of writing, altered numbers and 

11 

12 

13 

14 

altered documents, handwriting analysis, trait analysis, including the discipline of examining 

signatures. I have served as an expert within pending litigation matters and I have lectured and 

taught handwriting related classes. A true and correct copy of my current Curriculum Vitae 

15 ("C.V.") is attached as "Exhibit A". 

Request: I was asked to analyze a certified copy of the ARTICLES OF 16 3. 

17 INCORPORATION, CORPORATION SOLE FOR ECCLESIASTICAL PURPOSES for the 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Corporation Sole of THE OFFICE OF THE OVERSEER, A CORPORATION SOLE AND HIS 

SUCCESSORS, OVERJFOR THE POPULAR ASSSEMBL Y OF REVITALIZE, A GOSPEL OF 

BELIEVERS filed with the State of Hawaii Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs. I 

have attached this document as EXHIBIT B, Pages 1 through 8. 

23 4. Basis of Opinion: The basis for handwriting identification is that writing habits are not 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

instinctive or hereditary but are complex processes that are developed gradually through habit and 

that handwriting is unique to each individual. Further, the basic axiom is that no one person writes 

exactly the same way twice and no two people write exactly the same. Thus writing habits or 

individual characteristics distinguish one person's handwriting from another. 
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17 

Transferred or transposed signatures will lack any evidence of pressure of a writing 

instrument. Additionally, due to modem technology in the form of copiers, scanners, and computer 

software that can capture documents as well as edit documents and photos it has become quite easy 

to transfer a signature from one document to another. However, there will always be a source 

document and in many cases the signature will remain unchanged. The fact that there is more than 

one signature that is exactly the same is in direct opposition to one of the basic principles in 

handwriting identification. 

A process of analysis, comparison and evaluation is conducted between the document(s). 

Based on the conclusions of the expert, an opinion will be expressed. The opinions are derived 

from the ASTM Standard Terminology for Expressing Conclusions for Forensic Document 

Examiners. 

5. Observations and Opinions: 

PAGE NUMBERING: 

a. This is an 8 page document with the first six pages having a fax footer dated May 26, 2009 

and the last 2 pages having a fax footer of May 28, 2009. 

18 b. Further, the first four pages are numbered as such, the fifth page has no original number 

19 designation, the sixth page has the numeral 2, and the last two pages are labeled 1 and 2. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

c. There is not one consistent page numbering system or text identification within the 

document pages that indicates all pages are part of one document. 

DOCUMENT PAGES: 

d. Page 6 and Page 8 are both General Certification pages and contain the same text, exact 

25 same signature and exact same handwritten '8' for the day. Since no one person signs their name 

26 exactly the same way twice, one of these documents does not contain an authentic signature. 

27 

28 
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Additionally, no one person writes exactly the same way twice thus the numeral '8' is also not 

authentic on one of the documents. 

3 e. It is inconclusive if one of the documents is the source or if neither is the source document. 

There is no way to know if the signature of Cecil Loran Lee was an original prior to faxing 4 f. 

5 or if it was a copy of a copy or the generation of the copy if a copy was used to fax the form. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

PAGES5AND6 

g. Page 6 is a General Certification appearing to be attached to the previous page, however, 

Page 5 of this set of documents references a Gwen Hillman and Gwen Hillman clearly is not the 

signature on the Certification. Additionally, there is no Page number on the Certificate of Evidence 

of Appointment that actually links it to the next page, the General Certification of a Cecil Loran 

Lee. 

h. Further, the fax footer shows that Page 5 is Page 13 of the fax, where page 4 is Faxed page 

5 and page 6 is fax page 7; so there is inconsistency in the overall document regarding the first six 

pages. 

1. There is no way to know based on the fax copy and limited handwriting if the same person 

wrote the '8' on pages 5 and 6. There's no real evidence these pages go together outside the order 

they were stapled together in the Certified Copy. 

PAGE 8. 

J. Page 8 does have an additional numeral '2' added to the original numeral 8 to make '28.' 

a. The Please see EXHIBIT 3 for levels of expressing opinions. 

6. Opinion: EXHIBIT B, The ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION, CORPORATION SOLE 

25 FOR ECCLESIASTICAL PURPOSES for the Corporation Sole of THE OFFICE OF THE 

26 OVERSEER, A CORPORATION SOLE AND HIS SUCCESSORS, OVER/FOR THE POPULAR 

27 ASSSEMBLY OF REVITALIZE, A GOSPEL OF BELIEVERS filed with the State of Hawaii 

28 
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Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs contains page( s) that are not authentic in nature 

but have been duplicated, transferred and altered. Further, the lack of proper page numbering and 

consistency within the page number makes the document suspicious. 

4 7. 

5 

Declaration: 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

6 

7 

8 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration was executed on the 12th day of June, 2015, 

in Sherman Oaks, California. 
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